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1. You are given a directed graph G = (V, E), on which each edge (u, v) has an
associated value r (u, v), which is a real number in the range (0, 1) that represents
the probability that the wired link from u to v will fail during the lifetime of a
virtual circuit, and assume that these link failure processes are independent. The
specific graph for this question is given below. Give an efficient algorithm to find
the most reliable path between the vertex at the top and at the bottom.

(5)

2. You are given a graph that has a loop of zero weight not containing node I, but no
loop with negative weights. Consider the Bellman equation D, = minj D, + dij], for
all i not equal to 1. D ,=0. Will it have more than one solution? Explain. (5)

3. If a positive lower bound is known for all link lengths, how can one modify the
Dijkstra's algorithm for finding the shortest paths so that in one iteration more than
one node can enter the set of permanently labeled nodes? (5)

4. (i) What should the minimum value of the retransmission timer be III an ARQ
protocol? (ii) Why do we need spanning tree protocols in Ethernet LAN? (iii) Why
does CSMA outperform ALOHA? (iv) What is fast re-transmit procedure in
modern implementations of TCP? (v) What are the advantages and disadvantages
of Stop and wait ARQ? (1+1+1+1+1=5)
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S. Let G = (V, E) be a connected undirected graph with edge-weight function w: E
-+ R. Let Wmin and Wmax denote the minimum and maximum weights,
respectively, of the edges in the graph. Do not assume that the edge weights in G
are distinct or nonnegative. The following statements mayor may not be correct.
In each case, either prove the statement is correct or give a counterexample if it
is incorrect. (a) If the graph G has more than IV I - 1 edges and there is a unique
edge having the largest weight Wmax, then this edge cannot be part of any
minimum spanning tree. (b) Any edge e with weight Wmin, must be part of some
MST. (c) If G has a cycle and there is unique edge e which has the minimum
weight on this cycle, then e must be part of every MST~ (d) If the edge e is not
part of any MST of G, then it must be the maximum weight edge on some cycle
in G. (e) suppose the edge weights are nonnegative. Then the shortest path
between two vertices must be part of some MST. (1 xS=S)

6. Apply Prim's and Kruskal's algorithms to find the MST for the given graph:
Weights of AB, AC, and CE are 4, CF and BC are 2, CD, DE, and EF are 3. (S)

7. (a) What problem can arise if the forward and backward paths of a TCP
controlled flow pass through the same router? (b) What is the drawback of
"flooding"? (c) What is the order of complexity of Bellman-Ford algorithm? (d)
Which one is more efficient ALOHA or SLOTTED ALOHA and why? (e) What
is exposed terminal problem in wireless communication? (lxS=S)

8. In an MIMIl queue a departing packet rejoins the tail of the queue with
probability p after completion of its service and with probability (I-p) the same
leaves the system. Assume the system is stable. Find the average delay of a
packet through the system and state the condition for stability. The external
arrival rate is a and the service rate is b. (S)

9. We have a network graph made of AC, AD, BC, BO, CE, DE, and EF. Four
sessions are ACE, ADE, BeEF, and BDEF sending Poisson traffic at rates 100,
200, SOO, and 600 packets per minutes, respectively. Packet lengths are
exponentially distributed with mean 1000 bits. All transmission lines have
capacity SO Kbits / seconds, and there is a propagation delay of 2 msec on each
line. Using Klienrock's independence assumption find average number of
packets in the system, average delay per packet (regardless of session), and
average delay per packet of each session. (1+2+2=S)
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10. Consider a system identical to MIMI! except that when the same empties out,
service does not begin again until k customers are present in the system. Once
service begins the same continues normally until the system becomes empty
again. Find the average delay per customer assuming that the system is stable. (5)

11. (a) Consider the use of 20 K-bit size frames on a 30 Mbps satellite channel with
300 ms delay. What is the link utilization for stop-and-wait ARQ technique
assuming P = 1O-4? (b) For a k-bit numbering scheme, what is the range of
sequence numbers used in sliding window protocol? (c) Which routing protocols
has faster convergence: distance vector type or link state type? (2+2+ 1=5)
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Number of RTIs Assume
TCP Reno (meaning Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery) is the protocol
experiencing the behavior shown above. Assume that the TCP flow has been
operating for some time, meaning that the number of RTTs shown are with
respect to when you started observing the flow's behavior. a) Identify the time
periods when TCP slow start is operating. b) Identify the time periods when TCP
congestion avoidance is operating (AIMD). c) After the 14th RTT, is the
segment loss detected by a triple duplicate ACK or by a timeout? d) What is the
initial value of ssthreshold, before the first congestion avoidance interval? e)
What is the value of ssthreshold at the 19th RTT? f) What is the value of
ssthreshold at the 24th RTT? g) Assuming a packet loss is detected after the 25th
RTT by the receipt of a triple duplicate ACK, what will be the values of the
congesion-window size and of ssthreshold? (1+ I+ I+0.5+0.5++0.5+0.5=5)
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